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new here, please read this first. Have you ever heard of the future in the past tense? Chances are you don't! It's pretty weird, but it's true - many books on English grammar and English language learning websites just ignore the future of the past! So that's how it works - whenever you re-tell
past events, the word will become WOULD - when it comes to the future during your story. Example: After my first week at the gym I decided that I would never quit smoking! Before I learned this simple grammar rule about using the future in the past, I would say the above sentence, using
the word will be: After the first week at the gym I decided that I would never quit it! How wrong I was... And how wrong are thousands of other foreign English speakers! Yes, I've met quite fluent English speakers in my life who still kept on making the same mistake - using going on when
describing future events from a perspective of the past. If you're wondering why this future in the past tense is often ignored by the English curriculum and foreign native English speakers - that's a very reasonable explanation. If you see the word WOULD used in a sentence like -- I told him
I'd call back -- you might think it's to describe the likely action as a suspended sentence. And really, if you say something like - I'll call back if I had enough time - the word would mean probability. In other words, what you would do if the circumstances were different. But in this situation it
doesn't make sense to use the word WILL as you don't describe a future solution. Thus, this reasoning leads us to assume that the word WOULD is used only when describing actions with a certain degree of probability. And even if you've read somewhere about the future in the past - he
said you should change will WOULD when describing future decisions in terms of the past? Chances are, it's not, and I'm really shocked about it! You've probably learned all types of conditional and know how to use them, but still say things like - I told my brother I'll start looking for a new
job next week. You see - most likely it's perfect in terms of grammar in terms of our native language, but totally wrong in English! This is not one of those grammar rules that can be ignored, like skipping Lee's word or doing when running an issue. Can you say you did it? Instead of you
doing it? - and in real life, the conversation, if it is good, no one will notice it. But if you say - Don't I tell you I'm going to do it? - any native speaker will notice an error. The future of the past is one of those things that definitely adds a native touch to your English language, and you just have
to say - Don't I tell you that I would do it? Also note that the word WOULD shrinks and becomes d - I would instead I would. So to make your English speech more native and free, please drop your will and will when telling stories about past events and referring to future decisions or events
throughout history. Use will and 'D instead! I called the patient today and told my boss I wouldn't borrow until Monday. Didn't I tell you I was going shopping today? By the way - if you thought this D means, as when describing the likely actions - you are wrong! That's just saying there will be
a story where the main action takes place in the past! So you see - little things like this grammar rule can make a big difference in English fluency! I hope you find this useful and, as always, I would like you to comment below! Thank you, Robbie P.S. Are you ready to get on a fast track to
conversational English fluency? Check out my English Harmony System here! P.S. Are you serious about improving spoken English? Check out the English Harmony System here! Like a simple future, the future in the past has two different forms in English: And he's going to. While these
two forms can sometimes be used interchangeably, they often express two different meanings. FORM WILL (will) PRIME: I knew you would help him. I knew you wouldn't help. Help. FORM Was/Were Going To was/were and VERB Examples: I knew you were going to go to a party. I knew
you weren't going to the party. USE 1 Future in the past has used to express the idea that in the past you thought something would happen in the future. It doesn't matter if you're right or not. The future in the past follows the same basic rules as a simple future. Will be used for volunteer or
promise, and was going to be used for planning. In addition, both forms can be used to predict the future. Examples: I told you he was coming to the party. I knew Julie was going to make dinner. Jane said Sam was going to take his sister with him, but he came alone. I had a feeling that the
holiday would be a disaster. He promised to send a postcard from Egypt. Like all future forms, the future of the past cannot be used in positions ranging from expressions of time, such as: when, while, before, after, by the time, if, if, etc. instead of using the future in the past, you should use
a simple past. Examples: I already told Mark that when he gets there, we'll go to dinner. Wrong, I already told Mark that when he arrived, we'd go to dinner. Correct EXAMPLES ACTIVE/ PASSIVE: I knew that John would finish work by 5 p.m. I knew the work would be finished by 5 p.m. I
thought Sally was going to make a great dinner. I thought Sally was going to make a great dinner. Learn more about active/passive forms of learning English Englishpage.com! Englishpage.com! future in the past tense examples. future in the past tense exercises. future in the past tense
french. future in the past tense konu anlatımı. future in the past tense german. future in the past tense pdf. simple future in the past tense. verbs in the present past and future tense
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